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ELECTRICAL r TTEREE?J RADIO RECEPTION

KJT.
Radio reception"' is

, injf’some localities, seriously disturbed by inter-

ference arising from electrical* apparatus in the vicinity. A "brief outline
of the sources of such, interference end the methods usually used in mitiga-
tion is given herein, ''together with references to further information. Ho
consideration is given herein to interference caused hv unwanted radio sta-
tions or "by devices, such aq diathermy generators, which inherently oper-
ate at radio frequencies. The only general remedy for electrical interfer-
ence is cooperative effort, on the part of users of radio and users or owners
of the electrical sources of disturbance, to reduce or eliminate the causes
of the trouble.

Much of the work in mitigation of electrical interference results in

an improvement in* the operation of the electrical devices or supply lines
and is thus a double gain, ‘•here are, however, some electrical devices
which, even when in perfect working order, cause disturbances which result
in interference with radio reception. In many cases it is possible to pro-
vide filters, shields, chokes, etc., either at the source of disturbance or

at the receiving set, which do much to relieve the difficulties. -Mic cure
is often difficult, requiring considerable technical knowledge and experience.

Shine of the disturbance from electrical devices is practically inevit-
able and must be regarded, like atmospheric disturbances, as part of the

inherent limitation of radio reception. In other words, the limitation
upon radio reception is not primarily the distance and power of the trans-
mitting stations and the sensitiveness of the receiving set, but the omni-
present "background of electrical disturbances which drown out signals be-
low a certain intensity. This background of electrical disturbances is the

underlying reason why reception from near stations is inherently superior
to reception from distant stations.

A major source of trouble is electrical apparatus in which sparks
occur. -Another is devices in which there arc sudden electrical discharges;
these include neon signs and fluorescent lamps.

Sparking ^-pparatus. - ‘-’parks arc produced in the normal operation of

many types of electrical apparatus (such as motors, motor starters, vacuum
cleaners, doorbells, buzzers, oil-burners, automobile ignition systems,
^-ray apparatus, violet-ray machines, some forms of battery chargors, rural
telephone ringers, thermostats). Sparks arc also sometimes produced at

poorly designed or defective insulators or transformers, or at adjacent
metal parts, of electric power lines. Sparks usually give rise to inter-
fering electric waves which travel along the electric power wires. T]lcsc

waves may be carried along the power wires ( sometimes many miles) to radio
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receiving sets, or may produce interference by induction in a nearby re-

ceiving antenna or lead-in or radio receiving set.

One remedy for such types of interference is to eliminate the spark,

^his is possible if the spark is an electrical leak and not necessary to

the operation of the device in which it occurs, iiany very useful electri-
cal machines, however, -require for their operation the making and breaking
of electrical circuits while they arc carrying current, and whenever this

happens a spark is produced. In these cases the production of the spark
is inherent; it is therefore necessary to make the spark of such nature
or so arrange the circuits that the ra,dio-frequency current is reduced or
prevented from radiating*.

Hitigation of Interference Carried by Power lanes.

-

2o prevent the radio-frequency current produced by a spark from getting qu

to the lines connecting the sparking apparatus some form of filter circuit
is necessary. A condenser (l microfarad, jnore or less)

,
usually with a

series resistance, connected across the sparking points will short-circuit
a considerable amount of the radio-frequency current, or a condenser con-
nected from each side of the line to "ground" will serve the same purpose.*
-0

- choke coil in each side of the line in addition to the condensers con-
nected to ground forms a simple filter circuit which should prevent radio
frequencies from getting on the line. A high inductance (choke coil) or
high resistance connected in each side of the line changes the character-
istics of the circuit so as to reduce the amount of power radiated.

In some cases it is desirable to supplement the filter circuit, by
surrounding the apparatus by solid metal sheet or wire screen which' is

thoroughly grounded, ^he screen should completely surround the apparatus.
xhis may be difficult. For example, in shielding the ignition system of
a gasoline engine the spark coils and all wires and other parts of the
system must be enclosed in metal shields and these must be very well
grounded.

T

^here d-c motors or "universal" motors ( a-c t d-c with commutator)
are in operation near a radio receiving set interference is usually caused,
especially when the brushes on the motor arc sparking badly.

x
he sparking

should be reduced as much^as possible by cleaning the commutator affd proper
setting of the brushes. Ahe remaining interference is sometimes overcome
by connecting a 0.1—microfarad condenser between each brush holder and
the frame of the motor or generator, Condensers connected between each
terminal and the frame may also be helpful. All ’ leads should be -as short
as possible, ^hc condensers should have a, working -voltage rating at
least double that of the equipment on which they arc used.

hen any connections are ma.de to the power line, in order to avoid fire
and personal injury, only apparatus that is carefully tested as to voltage
and current-carrying capacity should be used and the power company should
be consulted before making the installation, additions to the power lines
should be made only by qualified persons.
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It is sometimes possible, to reduce the interference by similar mea-
sures at the radio receiving set. Two 0. 1- mi cro -farad condensers may be
connected in series across the supply line at the outlet to which the re-
ceiving set is connected. The midpoint between the condensers is grounded
to the conduit of the wiring system.

Mitigation of Induced Interference .- The electrical interference is

in some cases not carried into the receiving set by the power lines but is

instead induced in the antenna or lead—in or receiving set by interfering
devices or power lines nearby.

Such interference may be reduced by shielding the receiving set and
lead-in and installing the antenna well above the building and away from
power lines,. However, the shielding of the lead-in is a specialized op-
eration. In one arrangement it is done by connecting the antenna as a
doublet, using a twisted-pair cord as a lead-in from the doublet antenna
to the receiving set, and using a matching transformer between the re-

ceiving set, and the lead-in; this method is generally applied for the
high frequencies (short waves). For the ordinary broadcast frequencies

(550 to 1600 kilocycles), a feasible method is to use impedance matching
transformers at the antenna end and the receiver end of the lead-in.

Another method of mitigation is use of a directional receiving antenna.
This is usually a shielded loop antenna, which is easily tuned so as to

minimize the received interference.

Location of Source of Interference ,- The first thing to do in tracing
the source of trouble is to make sure that there are no loose connections
or defective parts in the receiving set itself. The next thing is to de-

termine whether the source of trouble is in electric devices in the house;

this is done by completely disconnecting all electric cords and appliances
from the sockets or outlets, and removing all lamp bulbs or else screwing
them in tight. Tight contacts in all electric equipment- are essential.
If the interfering, noise is still heard in the radio receiving set, it is

then desirable to report the situation to the electric- power company.
Many of the companies have apparatus for the purpose. of following up com-

plaints of this kind,. Usually a. receiving set- with a coil antenna is used
to determine the direction from which the interfering noise comes, and
this outfit is taken from place to place until the source is found. The

location of such sources is often a ver: r difficult and baffling undertaking.
It sometimes requires that the power be cut off of parts' of the lino, in

order to trace down the part of the line where the trouble arises. The

trouble sometimes comes from a spark discharge . over an insulator to ground,

or between a pair ‘ of wires , or it may be that the wire is touching some

ob.iect such as a tree, pole, guy wire, etc. Power^line hardware is a cause
of much, interference, if not properly installed* Insulated tie wires be-

come sources of interference after the insulation deteriorates. A spark
discharge is a loss pf -p'ower to the operating company and a -potential

source of serious trouble, ani for these reasons- the company is probably
more interested. i-n finding and eliminating this tape of trouble than the

radio
t

listener..
.
Large leaks and sparks may be ' observed 'at- night, especially

in wet weather. However, sparks which are too small to be readily noticeable
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cause serious interf er'eiice to radio, reception. .

.
Precipitators .- Radio interference may "be caused by the electrical pre-

cipitators used to prevent smoke and noxious fumes or -materials 'from leav-

ing chimneys. The precipitator operates In establishing a highly charged
electric field inside the qhimnev of such a nature and di recti on Jthat par-
ticles -going up the chimney are charged and driven against the walls where
they stick. Precipitators cause interference, for the reason that the high
voltage used in their operation is obtained from a-.rectifier which pro-
duces sparks and generates radio-frequency alternating currents as well as
the direct current which the precipitators need. If the precipitator is so

designed and arranged that the distance between the rectifier and the chimney
is only- a few feet or if the entire apparatus- including all-leads is housdd
in a metal' build: ng there is usually no trouble. But i-f the rectifier -is

separated f rom tbs chimney, the wire that joins, them forms a.- -good antenna,

which w-i 11 radiate and cause interference for 20 miles or, more. Interfer-
ence from these precipitators can be eliminated by placing a -grounded wire
screen entirely around these wires and thoroughly grounding the wdre screen
and the rectifier, ‘ If screening of the various parts .is impracticable

,

damping resistances can be inserted at various points in the wire line ’which

will reduce, the amount of power radiated. Tuned circuits connected across
the spark gap of the rectifier will assist by absorbing the radio- frequency
power. *

Sources of Further Information.- Articles frequently appear in tech-
nical magazines on the mitigation of electrical interference. The follow-
ing list* arranged Chronologically, gives representative references to

such articles. Except where noted, they are not issued by ^.tand are not’

available from the- National Bureau of Standards. These --publications ' can

be consulted in public libraries which maintain files of periodicals, or

copies, may be- secured from 'the publishers at the following addresses •

Bell Laboratories Record. L63 West St., hew York. l4,. H. Y.

Chemical &• Metallurgical Engineering. KcG-raw-Hill Bldg.-,

33C West 42nd St'.
,
hew York 18, II. Y.' . .. *.>•

Electrical- .'Engineering, 33' West 89th St., hew York,. 18 Ip. Y.
,

'

Electrical World. 330 West” 42nd, St.
,
.hew. York, ,18^-h.Y.

;
to --

Electronics. 4cG-raw—Hill "Bldg.
, 830 .Westjv’2nd - St . 5

-Hew York 18, H.Y.

Iowa Engineering Experiment Station. .Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa,

Journal of the Arerican Institute. of Electrical Engineers.

33 West
, 30 th St., 'Hew Tork 18, H.Y.

Journal of the .Ink.lt- ti oh of STectrical Engineers. Savoy Place, 'Victoria
Embankment, I ondon W.'C,2, England.

national Electric Light Association (now, Edison Electric- Institute)

.

420 ' Lexington Avenue, Hew York 1.7 ,
H. Y. - - p '

Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers. 330 .Wf9t '42nd. St'.',

Hew York 18* H.Y.
'

QST. American 2r, 'n Relay League, West Hartford,- Conn.,
Radio. 342 Madison Aveniip, How York City."
Radio Branch, Dept

.

:

of Marine and fisheries, Ottawa, Canada.
Radio- Graft. Rad- Craft Publications Inc., 29 H, Broadway-,. Hew York' 7. H.Y.
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Radio Manufacturers Association. 1317 E-Sti* R.W, Washington 4, D. C*

Radio Hews. ' Zif f—Davis ’Publishing Co., 540 IT. Michigan Ave.
,
Chicago 11, 111.

Sherwood Press. Box 562, Edgewater Branch, Cleveland, Ohio.
Telegraphen-Eernsprech-Eunk und Eernsehen-Technik, Published-hy Richard

Dietz, Berlin W62 ,
TVichmannstrasse 5, G-ermany.

Tobe Deutschmann Corp,
,

Cantnn. Mass. •

Transactions of the American Instatute of Electrical -Engineers (and Elec-
trical Engineering)

, 33 w est 39th St., Rew York City.
Wireless Engineer Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., .Dorset House, Sta

;
mford St.,

London, S\E.l
?
England. .

Wireless ’World, Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford S/t,,

London, S.E.l, England. ••

In each reference, below, unless otherwise, indicated, the 'first ' number
(underscored) is the- volume of the periodical; the numbers following in-

dicate pages and the year of publication. Hames. of .periodicals abbreviated
"Cdn be’ found in full in the list of addresses above.

r
-

1

-*
'

Radio interference. (Serial Report of the inductive Coordination Committee,

1924 , 1925). Publication Ro. 25-63, Rational Elec. Light Assoc. (1925).

Radio Inductive interference. Bulletin Ro. 1, Radio Branch, Dept, of Marine
and Fisheries, Ottawa, Canada.. ( 1925 ). J/p cents.

Interference. W„ W. McLachlan. Wireless World and Radio ^eview 1
_
6 , 79-21;

201- 203 ; 391-39^ (1925); lZ, 24-87 (1925).

x‘he radio interference problem and the power company. 'L. J. Corbett.

Jnl. A.I.E.E. 44, 1057 (1925).

Correction of radio interference from Cottrell precipitators. J. J. Jakosky.

Chem. 6=' Met . Eng. JJ, 221 ( 1926 ).

Radio interference capsed by poorl^ grounded cable sheath. E. Krug. Elec.

Vld. 87 , 718 ( 1926).
' '

r
#

* •
•

Radio interference frdm power lines. P. S. Donnell. Radio 8
_, pp. 31-32

of June _('192-- ) . _
.

,

Radio interference (man-made interference largely controllable - test

equipment described ,by Southern California Edison ,Co.) R.3. Ashbrook
and R. W. Wight. Elec. Wld. 88 / 851 ( 1926 ).

Cures for power leaks. R. S.‘ Kruse. QST 11 ,_ pp. Q-l4 of March ( 1927 )*

Location of radio inter.ferenc.e (equipment us-ed, procedure followed, etc.).

B. E. Ellsworth. Elec.' Wld. 8 i~, 810 ( 1927 ).

Man-made static - High voltage overhead electrical transmission lines and

radio interference. R. L. Smith—Rose, ^ireless Wld. & Radio Rev.

24, 476 ( 1929 ).
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Radio interference. J. C. Allen. Proc.I.R.E. 1J, 882 (1929).

Radio noises and - heir cure. Pamphlet with advertising. lobe Deutschmann
Corp. (1932). 50 cents.

ihe location and elimination of ra^io interference. 'J'. K. I'cHeely. Iowa
Eng. Exp. Sta. Bulletin 109 Cl93l)

.

Reduction of radio interference from telephone power plants. J. M. Duguid.
Bell Eabs. Record 10, 12R-(l93l)» ’

Radio interference. Radio Hews 13 . 560 (1932).

A balanced wave trap. W. S. Percival. Wireless Wld 31 ,
27R (1932).

Radio interference. M. D. Hooven, ’Jr. Sec. 26, pp. 96-129 .
Standard Hand-

book for Electrical Engineers, 6th ed. (1933) • HeOraw-Hill Book Co.,

Price $7.00. -
.

Reducing man-made static. &. H. Browning.' Electronics 9., '566 (1932).
Radio Craft 4, 412 (1933).

Avoidable interference. A.L. J. Bernaert .

' Wireless Wld. 33., 4 (1933).

Wireless under way — Suppressing radiation from car electrical systems.
Wireless Wld. 18 ( 1933 ).

Suppression of radio interference with capacity t.^rpe filters.' C„ V. Agger's

and 4 E. Pakela. Elec. Jnl. JO, 337 (1933).
‘ " ’ “

Problems of electrical interference. A. Morris. "‘ireless Wld. 33 ,
ih'U' (1933)

.

Reducing radio interference from commutating ma.chin.es. C. V. Aggers .and

W. S. Pakela.' Eiec . Jnl. 30, U23 (IQ33) . . ..... :

Radip_poise. JiJ

. H, S^ott. Radio Hews 19., 27S .( 19 3B) e

Suppressing auto radio noise. 0. Browning. Radio Hews '19, 410 (1934.

Bhe interference of electrical plant with the reception of radio broadcasting.
A. Morris. Jnl.I.E.E. (London) 74 249- (1934.

Radio interference from synchronous -converters. C. V. Aggers and V{. E
# Pakela..

"Elec. Jnl. 31, 121 (1934)

i

Suppression of radio interference using tuned choke coils. 4 V. Aggers
and R. H. Stoddard. Elec. Jnl. 31 , 309 (1934).

Plan to eliminate radio interference. Electronics 7, 370 (1934.
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Diathermy interference, R. L* Haskins, Radio Eng, 15 , ?.20 of Eeh, (1935)

Electrical interference with broadcasting, Jnl^I.E.E. (London) 79 i

206 (1936)

e

Good radio reception, R.M.A. Engineering Bulletin 19* ladio Manu-
facturers Association. (1936).

Interference source discovered, (Diathermy). Electronics 9> P*9 of Feh,

(1936 )T\

Radio interference and its suppression. J. H. Reymer. Die Sherwood Press.
Pripe $4,00.

Chasing down interference. Radio #21S, PP*92t93 of Apri (1937) •

Radio interference from' street railway systems.- L. M, 1 cew® Proc.I.R.E.

25, 70S (1937).

Eliminating radio interference. C. V. Aggers. Electric Journal' 3^» 331
(1937).

"

A review of radio interference investigation's. E. E. Sanford and Weise.
Elec. Engineering 5£ s 124g ( 193 7)

•

Interference elimination. (Pamphlet). Aerovox Research Worker Ho. 1

(Jan. 1937).

The causes and elimination of Padio interference* (Book)* J. E« Poster.
Published by C. if. Nelson Co., Braintree, Mass.

Further notes on* the reduction of BCD interference. G.‘¥. Ewing. Radio

#227, pp. 19-20 of March (1938).

RF interference from power circuits - Identifying and. curing radio noises.
R. Y,. Chapman. QST _22, p.49 of March (193S)«

Canada's interference detectives. Radio Craft 9., pp.6s6-.6S7 of April

References on radio interference. L. F. Roehman. Electronics 11 ,, p. 32
of Oct. (1932). *

r r

:

• ". 1
•

•

Radio interference investigation, suppression and control. H. '0. Merriman
and F. G. Nixon. Proc.I.R.E. 27, l6, (1939)®

The diagnosis and cure of radio 'noise, (Pamphlet with' advertising)
.

’

Aerovox. Corporation
,
N.Medford, Mass.

Using condensers fir eliminating interference from electric tramways.
L. Lemaine. Jireless Engineer (London) _l6, 3 (1939)®

The ultra-short wave interference suppression of the electrical ignition
system of motor vehicles. U. Scholz and G, Faust. TFT 2S, pp. 409-
4l4 of November ( 1939 ) ® Abstract in QST 24, p. 39 of May (194o).
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Ignition interference suppression - -- it effects motor car nerformance.
tireless World (London) 46, pp. 200-203 of April (l94o)«

Components for radio-interference suonression devices (excluding devices for

traction, marine and other special equipment). British Standard Speci-
fication Ho. 613 - 19^0, revised June, 19^-0. Published b* r the British
Standards Institution, Publications Department, 22 Victoria Street,
London, S .W. 1. Price 2 shillings net, post free 2 shillings 3 pence.

Prevention easier than cure" of radio interference. L. V. Blake. Elec.
u orld 114, pp. 21-63 of Sept. 21 (l94o). (Eaultv construction^ of

electric pow^r lines as causes).

How to make a mod rn interference locator. P. O'Co'nor. Radio Craft

12
,
p.4lg of January (19^1) .

*

Radio interference elimination for public utilities. (Pamphlet with ad-

vertising). Sprague Products Co., Worth Adam's, Mass.

Manual of interference elimination. Sprague Products Co., Worth Adams,
Mass. Price 25 cents.

Eactors controlling man-made radioninterference. B. A. Shetzline. Bell

Labs. * Record, 20, 251-253 (1942)

.

Eliminating electric sign radio interference. E. U. Dillon. Service, 12 ,

10-11 (19^3)'.
‘

• * * * o

Dynamotor filtering. . H._ Ooldberg. Radio Hews, 29, 13, (19^3)®

Radio noise in small aircraft. D. K. Kinsey.' Communications, 23., '34, (19^3)

Interference from power lines. J.S. Eorre'st. Wireless World (London), -49'
,

122-131, (19^3).
' • - • •

Aircraft radio noise filters. ®.W. Ericke and S.W. Zimmerman. Communica-
tions, 2J, 32, 3U , (19^3).

Quiet pleas6,!
?W,Fernald. Radio Hews, 30, *Hl-If2, (19B3). (S.uppression of

electrical interference in motored vehicles. Its application in war-

time and post-war problems.)

Radio-noise filters applied to aircraft. C.W. 'Eficke and ^.* W. Zimmerman.
Trans. A. I .E.E. (Elec. Engineering) ,.,62, 590-595, (19^3) *

Suppressing radio noise in the ,ieep. E„E. Butler. Electronics, l6 ,

96—99
» _

(19^3) ®

Radio bibliography-lU-£nterference, aid static. E.X. Bettenmeyet. Radio;

22, 32,40,42, (1944). . ,,
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How to stop appliance static. Popular Science Monthly, lHH
t lgg 8 ( 19HU)

.

(Vacuum cleaners, electric razors, washing machines, and neon sign

interference)

.

Reducing machine-ma.de interference. Wireless World (London), 3Ch 233» (19^)

Hoise suppression on small "boats. H.B. Davis. Radio Hews, JJL, ^7"^9» (19*^)

Radio noise-interference due to natural causes. L.W. Bennington. Wireless
World (London), 30, 733-33S, ( 19UU).




